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Dear Sir,

1. As per the order passed by sriJustice v. Eswaraiah, Ethics officer & ombudsman Addl. charge, in
case No. 11 ol 2024 dt.14.06.2024 the Apex council has made strenuous efforts to ensure due
complia nce of the aforesaid order by formulating just and equitable criteria to ensure that the
cricket clubs are not in any way prejudiced. The same was discussed and agreed in the Apex council
Meeting held on 30.05.2024. The criteria as follows was set to ensure the promotions for the
upcoming season.

(i) A unanimous view was reached that conducting the play-off matches is not logistically
possible as the league season is already delayed and the play-off matches would further
delay the cricket season.

(ii) 41 Division (3 Day) The existing 2 groups will be retained and will be placed in Elite
category.

(ii) lt was decided that the Elite A and Elite B Groups will have a total of 12 teams each in
order to ensure that no team is idle as would be the case if an even number of teams are
placed in a group. Further, the time period to complete the season would be drastically
reduced as no team would be idle in any given week. (Example if 11 teams are there in a
Group it would result in one team being idle as only 10 teams would participate in five
matches)

(iii) The top 3 teams of each Group in 42 Division (2 Day) wi[ be praced in a Group under 41
Division Plate category barring the district teams for whom a separate reague table is carved
out.

(iv) This will result in a total of 24 teams in Elite and 12 teams in plate categories of 41
Division. The additional team in the Elite A category (12th team) would be the top team in
the Elite B category. Further, the vacancy in the Erite B category (on account of one team
being promoted to Elite A) and additionar team in the Erite B category (to roundoff to 12
teams) would be the top two teams from the 2 Day league, who are PKMCC (maximum
points 58) and Balaji (49 points + maximum run rate)
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(v) lt is pertinent to point out that the following is the league table for the 3 Day league by
applying the aforesaid category.

ELITE PLATE

GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C

AOC

BUDDING STARS DECCAN WANDERERS

DECCAN CHRONICLE FUTU RE STARS

ENSCONSE COMBINED DISTRICTS KHALSA

CONTINENTAL ROHIT XI

HYD BOTTLING E MCC SPORTIVE

EVERGREEN

MP COLTS INCOME TAX ZINDA TILISMATH

R DAYANAND INDIA CEMENTS BEEMA

SCRSA SBI HYDERABAD BLU ES

SPORTING XI SAI SAWA

UBI BALAAJI CLASSIC

Regard

Sunil

Councillor

Approved in compliance with the Apex Council Meeting decision
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BDt APEX

CENTRAL EXCISE

CAMBRIDGE XI

GEMINI FRIENDS

JAI HANUMAN TEAM SPEED

PKMCC

J+


